
Petitgrain invokes a deep appreciation for positive forms of ancestral
knowledge, wisdom, and famliy history. A11 indrviduals carry a

portion of their ancestors'Uves and stones wiihin them- physically,
emotionally, and through inherited traditions. Petitgraln rlluminates
the eternal connection to all previous generations that weaves its
way through the present generation and on to the next. It reminds
individuals that it was by their ancestors' sacrifice they have the
opportunity to experience this 1ife. Petitgrain invites individuals to
choose to honor the good that was inherited from their family and
also make the path lighter for those who fo1low.

In thrs way, Petitgrain is also a great aid in healing a compllcated
family history. It rnvites individuals to accept the humanness of their
ancestors and seek to learn from therr mistakes lnstead of avoiding the
pain of the past, Petiigrain encourages thoughtful awareness of how
to heal wounds rn the family 1lne. It reveals patterns and tendencies
of unconsciously repeating family mistakes. Indlviduals in need of
Petrtgraln may be unable or unwilling to depart from their faml1y's way
of thinking. Instead, they fo11ow in the footsteps of their predecessors
and ancestral tradltions. Or they feel too bound to a family story they
wish to disown and desire to disconnect from the reality of the previous
generations. For either extreme, Petrtgrain rnvrtes healthy awareness
and balance. It encourages those who view any departure from tradition
as a betrayal of the family to release the fear of disapproval and forge
the path that is right for them. It aiso reminds those who desrre to
disconnect from their family origrns to be willing to see the positives
of healthy family connection. Petitgrain invites all to see the gift of
their ancestral traditions and will asstst them in their efforts to heal
unflnlshed and unresolved ancestral issues.

Petitgrain reminds individuals that through accepttng their ancestry,
they can find peace, clarity, wisdom, and empathy for their own
journey through this hfe.
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